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PREFACE

This introductory handbook has been prepared to prcvide teachers with background infor-
mation about the development of the Primary Education Program (PEP) and to suggest-- -
strategies for implementing PEP in classroom settings. It include,s a brief discussion of the ra-
tionale and design of the program and some research findings on its effects. A major part of
the handbook provides information on how PEP can be best utilized.

PEP is an early learning program that emphasizes the development of basic academic
and social skills critical to early school success. It employs a unique approach to adapting
school learning experiences to in lividual children: the combination of a structured' approach
to basic skills teaching with an open' learning environment conducive to fostering, personal
and social growth. PEP teaches children the skills and concepts that underlie successful
school performance in the basic skills, as well as skills that will enable them to beCome in-
creasingly independent in planning and-carrying out their own learning.

To help teachers implement PEP with relative ease and maximum effectiveness, im-
plementation procedures for (a) designing the learning environment, (b) using the PEP
diagnostic tests and learning materials, and (c) managing the processes of .learning and in-
struction were developed. These procedures, which are another unique feature of PEP, are in-
tegral to the design of the program. They are described in detail in the series of PEP manuals
that accompany this introductory manual.

PEP, developed at the Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC) of the
University of Pittsburgh, is a product of a systematically planned program of collaborative
research and development carried out by teachers, curriculum developers, and researchers in-
terested in improving instructional technology and classroom practice. It has been field tested
and implemented by hundreds of teachers during the past 10 years. So that immediate feed-
back could be obtained from participating teachers, the various PEP components were initial-
ly pilot tested in two public schools in the Pittsburgh area: one in a working-class
neighborbood in a suburb south of Pittsburgh; the other in an inner-city neighborhood near a
public housing project. Through LRDC's participation in the national Follow Through pro-
gram, PEP was also field tested in schools far removed from the center geographically. Seven
school districts involved in the Follow Through program, including an Appalachian communi-
ty, an Indian reservation, a rural community in the Midwest, and an inner:city district serving
a black community, collaborated with us in field testing PEP.

The authors are indebted to many individuals who contributed to the design and field
test of the Primary Education Program. Special credit goes to the following staff who have
worked at one time or another during the past 10 years on the Primary Education Project and
the Early Learning Project at LRDC.

Ruth Haberman
Cathy Hardaway
Jane Hayes
Martina Magenau Jacobs
Janine Kelley

Gaea Leinhardt
Sheila Levine.
Lynn Lyons
Marcia Millmore
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Beverly Richardson
Susan Roman
Pat Scheutz
Lynne Schoiling



Special thanks also go to teachers, teachers' aides, parents' groups, and administrators
from the following collaborating school districts whose insights and experiences have con-

tributed greatly to PEP, but whose names are too numerous to mention.

Akron Public Schools, Akron, Ohio
Baldwin-Whitehall School District, Baldwin, Pennsylvania
Keystone Central School District, Lock Haven, Pennsylvania
Montevideo Public Schools, Montevideo, Minn,esota
Couture School District #27, Belcourt, North Dakota
Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Randolph County Public' Schools, Elkins, West Virginia

'Texarkana Public Schools, Texarkana; Arkansas
Waterloo Public Schools, Waterloo, Iowa

The authori would also,like to express their appreciation to Dr. Robert Glaser, Co-
Director of LRDC, for his encouragement and support.through the various stages of the
development and field testing of PEP; and to Dr. John Bolvin, Associate Dean of the School,
of Education of-the University of Pittsburgh, for his assistance with the initial planning and
development. Thanks go also to. the LRDC Follow Through Project Directors, Dr. Warren
Shepleir and Ms. Betty Boston, for the critical role they played in field testing and implemen-
ting PEP in the LRDC Follow Through sites.

M. C. Wang and L. B. Resnick
Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh
October, 1978
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

Theoretical Framework and Basic Assumptions

The Primary Education.Program is based on a theoretical framework derived from
theories and research related to child development and-learning, instructional technology, and
classroom practice. The 'program is built on some basic assumptions that are congruent with
these-theories and research, and is thus based on our best thinking about how children's lear-
ning and social development can best be fostered.

A basic observation from the field of child development is that certain abilities that ap-
pear early in a child's development are the foundations upon which more complex abilities are
built. This observation leads to the notion, expressed in Gagne's (1967Y...cumulative learning
theory and elsewhere, that basic skills are taught most effectively when learning experiences
are organized sequentially in accordance with these stages of development. In this way,
mastery Of simpler skills facilitates the learninb of more corn-plex skills. To achieve this kind of
sequencing, learning experiences Shoyjd be grouped hierarchically in small subsets, with built-
in check points.

To maximize the probability of success, mastery of each prerequisite subset of objectives
should be required before proceeding to the'next level. This means that children's perfor-
mance should be evaluated frequently and regularly. Such evaluation not only makes steady
increments in a sequential learning program possible and assures that the child_has the skills
needed for the. next, more complex task, it also Serves to reinforce the child's achievement on
a regular basis. Since evaluation of the child's work is so important, we believe that
diagnostic procedures and measures should be an integral part of a learning program, as they
are in PEP. They are critical' tools that enable teachers to diagnose student's entering
behaviors,-"monitor their progress, and evaluate their achievement.

Research findings andipur own experience with children tell us that children differ widely
from one another. Rates of development vary among children, and children learn in different
ways throughout the stages of their development. Further, for a given child, growth may not
occur simultaneously on all fronts; a child's rate of growth in one area may be slower or
faster than that in another. Children also vary a great deal in the experience and abilities that
they bring to school: This is true even at the preschool level. Much has been made recently
of differences associated with economic level or cultural experience. These differences are
important--but anyone who works closely with children quickly learns that the differences bet-
Ween two individuals in the same socio-economic or cultural group are likely to be as greaf or
greater than' the differenPes between one group and another. For these reasons, in designing
PEP we have concentrated on meeting the needs of individual children and on providing each
child with the opportunity for optimal cognitive and social growth. Because children acquire
knowledge and skills in many different ways, we have included in PEP a variety of materials
and learning expertences, and the chance to use and manipulate materials independently. And
because children come to school with different skills and experience, we believe that the pro-
per point to start instruction is at the individual child's current level of competence.
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Provision is made in PEP to do just that.

Theories of child development stress that the child's social skills and patterns of social
interaction are being formed during, the preschbol years. Early school environments provide
part of the social context in which these patterns and skills are first established. We believed

that during this time children should be given a chance to engage in spontaneous interactions'
with other children and with adults. Opportunities should be provided for children to work
and play together, to exchange information and ideas, to ask for and to give help,to resolve
conflicts, to form and dissolve friendships, and in'general to interact with peers and adults in
adaptive and satisfying ways. Allowing children to develop in these ways means allowing
them freedom of movement and interaction in the learning environment. PEP has'provided for
such freedom, and for enough structure to prevent chaos. .

Finally, several theories suggest that children learn-through action. The preschool child,
as Piaget (1963) has pointed out, "... is not satisfied with speaking; he must needs 'play out'
what he thinks and symbolize 1-0.ideas by means of gesture or objects, and represents things
by imitation, drawing and construction" (p. 159). Thus children learn partly by their own
spontaneous activities and interactions with others and the physical environment, and partly
through materials and interactions that adults set up for them. Classroom environments
should therefore encourage each child to experiment with materials and observe the results.
Opportunities should beprovided for children td manipulate things, situations, and symbols;
to pose questions and seek answers; to take some responsibility for making decisions about
their own learning and for carrying out learning plans; and, above all, to learn from their
mistakes and successes. PEP provides children with these opportunities.

Program Goals

The primary goal of PEP is to create a school learning environment where children can
become confident of their own ability to learn and to cope with their surroundings. Meeting
this goal requires that children be explicitly taught the basic skills and concepts needed for
school performance and that opportunities be provided for them to take increasing respon-
sibility for managing their-own learning. Thus, PEP was specifically designed to foster
deVelopment in the following areas: (al basic skills in locating, learning, and retaining new in-
formalion;. (b) skills in extending and transferring information to new situations and new prob-.
lems;.(c) motivation to engage autonomously in learning and problem solving; and (d) self-
management competencies that enable the child to gain increasing control over his or her
own environment.

Program Components

PEP includes two basic sets of curricula: a set of highly structured, prescriptive curricula
designed to teach basic skills; and a set of exploratory learning activities designed to foster
personal and social growth. The prescriptive curricula include the "Quantification Skills Cur-
riculum," which teaches beginning mathematics operations and number concepts; and the
"Classification and Communication Skills Curriculum," which is concerned with developing
logical thinking and communication skills. The "Exploratory Learning Curriculum" includes a
variety of independent activities in such areas as creative writing, block construction, socio-
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dramatic play, music, and creative arts; and exploration in math, science, and literature.
Prescriptive learning activities are generally assigned by teachers on the basis of diagnostic
test results and the teacher's informal observations of the child's performance. The ex-
ploratory learning activities are generally selected by the children themselves but maybe joirit-
ly planned by children and teachers.

In addition to the two sets of curricula, PEP includes a unique classrgom management
system, the 'Self-Schedule System" (Wang, 1974). The Self-Schedule System was designed
to help teachers implement individualized instructional programs, and to help children take in-
creasing responsibility for planning and carrying out their own learning., Studies of the system
in use in classrooms have shown that it maximizes the efficient use of teachers' instructional
time and children's learning time. Operating under the Self-Schedule System, children the
responsible fcir completing all the tasks:prescribed by the teacher, and generally at least two
exploratory activities of their own choice, each day. Both the prescriptive and.the exploratory
learning activities are available to the children throughout the day.. Children move from one
completed task to another in any order they choose and at any time they choose. In addition
to working on individual assignments, students also participate in small group instruction, in-
dividual or group tutoring sessions, and other student-(and/or teacher-) planned or spon-
taneous group activities.

Detailed descriptions of the various program components and how they can be useg,in
classroom settings,are provided in the 'accompanying series of PEP -manuals. Table 1 provides
a list of all the manuals that have been developed for PEP.

ti*
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Table 1

A,,SUMMARY LIST OF THE PEP MANUALS /.

Curricular '0 , Manual A Brief Description of thee

Component Title Content of the Manual AN.

Program PEP/Primary Education . This handbook provides information on strategies for effective classroom' implementation of PEP and a brief

Overview , Program: Introductory description of research arid work carried out during the development of PEP,

.Handbook
,

,

Classification Diagnostic Tests I These manuals contain diagnostic tests for each objective included in the curriculum, Each test includes

and Diagnostic,Tests II descriptions of.the objective the test is designed to assess, testing procedures, a suggested list of possible

'Communication Diagnostic Tests III diagnoses of learning problems the student who fails to pass the test may have;and stimulus pages required

Skills fo'r administering the test,

Curriculum 4 . ,
. , ..

Prescriptive Learning This manual contain's' descriptions of the learning tasks deSidied to teach eachobje;gve included in the cur-
, ,.,

Tasks riculum. Descriptions include a list of materials, procedures for carrying out the task, hnd teacher intervem

tion strategies. I
, . . .

i.,

Unit Games
This manual contains descriptions of group games designed as alternative learning activities to teach the oh-

ieciives includd in each unit, Descriptions include the objectives the game is designed to teach, procedures

for playing the game,,and teacher intervention strategies,

Commercial Games This manual contains the commercially produced games selected as alternative learning experiences for.

teaching the objectives included in the `cprriculum. Descriptions of the games include the objectives the

game can be used to teach, procedures for using,the game, and teacher intervention strategies.

Quantification

Skills

Curriculum

Diagnostic Tests I

Diagnostic Tests II

Prescriptive Learning Tasks,

Unit Games,

Drill and Practice

These manuals contain diagnostic tests for each objective included in the curriculum. Each test includes

descriptions of the objective the test is designed to assess, testing procedures, a suggested list of possible

'diagnoses of learning problems the student who fails io pass the test may have, and stimulus pages required

for administering the test,

This manual contains descriptions of the learning tasks designed to teach each objective includecliin the cur-

riculum. Descriptions include a list of materials, procedures for carrying out the task, and teacher inierven-

tion strategies.

This manual contains descriptions of group games designed as alternative learning.actiVities ttSteach the ob-

jectives included in each unit. Descriptions include the objectives** game is designed to teach, procedure' s

for playing the game, and teacher intervention strategies.
,

This manual provides a series of and practice activities that are designed to provide additional paper and

pencil learning experiences for students,

Exploratory Learning Centers

Learning

Curriculum

Special Projects

This manual contains descriptions of six different learning criers, Descriptions include the objectives the

activities included in each center are designed to teach, suggested materials to be included in each center,

and teacher implementation strategies.

This manual includes descriptions of six special projects designed around specific topics. Descriptions, in-

elude objectives of each project, learning activities, and suggested teacher imPlementction strategies,

Instructional-

Learning

Component

The SelfSchedule System; This manual describes the rationale and design of the Self-Schedule System and implementation strategies

Establishing and Managing , for classroom use

an Adaptive Learning Environment



Classification and Communication Skills Curriculum

TheClasification and Communication Skiffs Curriculum includes basic instruction in
.matching, sorting, and communication. In'each unit of the curriculum are activities involving
labeling and oral description designed to develop the child's competency in verbal corn-

.munication.

,/
We have linked classification and communication skills in thiS curriculum because we

believe that development of these skills go hand-in-hand. As children's language competen-
cies develop, they.learn to organize their .perceptual and social world through language. As
they learn to codify their world, they also learn. important language skills, skills that are prere-
quisite to later communication abilities and to conceptUal development necessary for abstract
and syrfibolic thinking. Further, as children learn to classify and label the objects and events
of their environment, they alsO sharpen their communication skills.

The Classification and Communication Skills Curriculum was designed in the same
general format as the Quantification Skills Curriculum. It includes diagnostic tests, prescriptive
learning tasks, and unit games. In order to provide additional learning experiences, however,
the classifiCation and Communication Skills CUrriculum also includes commercially produced
gam es and developemental toys that are commonly stocked in preschool and early elementary
grade; in classrooms. Detailed descriptions of the Classification arid Communication Skills
Curriculum appear in four separate manuals as listed in Table 1.

Quantifidation Skills Curriculum

The Quantification Skills Curriculum is an introductory mathematics curriculum
developed for childre;4 ages three through six. The curriculum is intended to teach the fun-
damental concepts of math and the operations (addition and subtraction) related to them.
This is accomplished_ in forms simple enough to serve as a conceptual foundation for continu-
ing experience in mathematics.

The curriculum consists of 14 units-grouped into-two Volumes. Volume I includes tasks'
related to simple counting and numeral recognition (from 0 to 10), comparison of sets, order-
ing of sets, as well as addition and subtraction skills. Volume-II includes -more advanced
counting and numeration operations (to loop.Learning objectives included in,each unit are
hierarchically-organized; the learning hierarchies have been empirically investigated in a series
of students (Wang, 1973; Wang, Resnick Et Boozer, 1971).

-

The cur,ljcultin-rincludes three basic sets of materials: (a)'diagnostic tests, developed to
help teachers diagnose children's learning needs and monitor their progress through the cur-
riculum; (b)_ prescriptive learning tasks, designed to help individual children acquire mastery of
each of the objectives included in the curriculum-;,--andJcLunit games, which provide group
learning experiences. Detailed descriptions of these curricular matei-TaTse eluded in_the



four manuals developed for the Quantification Skills Curriculum,. which are listed on Table 1.

Exploratory Learning Curriculum

The Exploratory Learning Curriculum_ provides a variety of learning experience.s that can
meet the needs ana interests of individual children and develop self-motivation and skills in
self-management. The Exploratory Learning Curriculum is organized around special projects in
specific topics andinterest centers.

The Learning Centers. Activities and materials for a total of six learning centers have
been developed for the Exploratory Learning Curriculum Centers for the following areas of in-

. terest are included: creative arts; construction and block activities; listening, reading, and
related language arts; science; math; and. socio-dramatic play. The manual on the design and
implementation of Learning Centers describes how to set up each learning area, what
materials are needed, what kinds of specific skills the child can develop, what the objectives
of the various activities are and what the teacher can do to help each child achieve the objec-
tives.

Special Projects. The special projects included in the Exploratory Learning Curriculum
are designed to:(a) integrate the materials and resources frOm the learning' centers in the
classrooms around some central theme, (b) provide opportunities for children to carry out
learning activities cooperatively with peers, and (9) pro-vide concrete experiences in which
children can apply what they have acquired in the basic skills curricula to real life situations.
The projects are related to a variety of social studies and science topics, and to specific
themes. Examples of themes for special projects include the work of postmen, doctors,
nurses, and police'rnen; the food we eat; growing seeds; and cooking. Learning Activities in-
cluded in these projects range from socio- dramatic play to creative writing, from charting

statistics to' model building.

The manual for the special projects of the Exploratory Learning Curriculum consists of
(a) detailedlists of materials apd props needed for the projects; (b) specification and
guidelines for the teacher in preparing and introducing the projects; (c) suggested topics-for

'discussion; (d) teacher intervention strategies; (e) suggested learning activities and objectives
the activities are designed to achieve; and (f) a list of learninkresources--for example, library
books for teachers and students and suggested sites for field trips. Following the description

of each project is a list of suggested activities cross-referenced to each of the basic skills cur-
.

ricula.

The topics included in the special projects.manual are selected for illustrative9purpose
only. They do not represent an exhaustive list of topics for any given age level or for any
other grouping of children. Teachers are encouraged to develop additional projects with
children on topics suggested by the children, by current events, etc.

The Teacher and the Exploratory Learning Curriculum. Because of the nature of the
Exploratory Learning Curriculum, the role of the teacher using the curriculum varies
somewhat-from vaditional primary teacher roles. The role is closer to the one most preschool



teachers are familiar with. In addition to instruction and management, the teacher is called
upon to serve as a ."project adviser" or a "consultant" to students in their exploratory tasks.
Although the children need the teacher's assistance as they prepare and set up materials and
props to carry out their projects, the teacher should allow them to plan their own activities, to
explore, and to make mistakes, and should intervene only when necessary.'In field testing
PEP, we foOnd consistently that telling the children what to do with the specific exploratory
learning materials was not particularly effective in producing'the desired behaviors and out-
comes of the Exploratory Learning Curriculum. Asking them what they intend to do and talk-

.Any them_about the activities, roles, and props, on the other hand, tended to stimulate
more activities.

The ideas and materials included in the Exploratory Learning Curriculum are not
"originals." In fact, most of therrf now exist in classrooms in some form or another. In
designing the r..urriculum, considerable effort was devoted to ;dentifying existing materials
that cotild be used to help students acquire a certain set of specific skills, and to developing
means of adapting these materials for classroom use. Rather thanconcentrating on designing
new materials, we focused on developing effective ways to display and store materials,,
methods and strategies for introducing the materials and activities, as well as ways of in-
tegrating these activities with basic skills learning activities. A major emphasis of our
developmental work was 'laced on specifying teacher roles and intervention strategies that
would stimulate the type of o:2tcornes that the materials and activities were designed to pro-
duce.

It is also important to point out that it was not our intent to include an exhaustive list of
materials and learning activities in the two manuals for the Exploratory Learning Curriculum.
Rather, the manuals were designed as a resource for teachers, providing some examples of
the type of exploratory learning activities the teacher may want to include in his or her pro-
gram. Concrete "how to" suggestions for classroom implementation are also provided.

9 1.1



CLASSROOM IMPLEMENTATION OF PEP

As we have hinted above, the diversity of the curricular components included in PEP,
and the program's primary goal of adapting learning experiences to the characteristics of in-
dividual students, forced us to focus our attention in designing the program on developing
workable classroom implementation procedures. The following are some considerations that
we believe are vital to successful implementation of PEP.

Physical Design of the-Ciassroom

Systematic analysis of how classroofn space can best be used is an important concern
in implementing PEP. Providing adequatd work space for children, as well as space for
displaying and storing materials, is not only an important practical consideration in implemen-
ting PEP; it also makes a great deal of differ ,nce in motivating children' to develop increasing
self-direction and self-responsibility for their own learning. That is, the phySical layout of the
classroom contributes, along with the learning materials, to PEP's effectiveness.

Figures 1 through 6 are some examples of classroom aesigns. Discussion of each figure
'centers on the pros and cons of the design and how classroom design can help you in im-
plementing,PEP.

Figure 1. The preschool classroom shown in figure 1 is cluttered with furniture (even
though.chairs are not included in the drawing). The physical layout seems random. There is
no clear demarcation of different activitiy areas. The result for children is likely to be not only
physical crowding but cognitive confusion, as there are no clues to what activities are .ap-

.

propnate wha\spaces.

Figure 2. Figure two shows some recommended changes in the physical layout shown in

Figure 1. First, some tables have been replaced by large blocks, rugs, and open floor space.
One table (large enough to seat six children) has been left for each activity area that requires

table top space, and each area has been clearly defined by using shelving as partitions. In ad-
dition, clearly defined spaces have been created within each activity area for storing and
displaying materials and equipment and for. work space for students.

The arrangement of the activity areas was designed to encourage integration of certain

areas. For example, the socio-dramatic play area was placed next to.the construction and
block area so that students can draw resources from both areas in their socio-dramatic play.

The-sand table was placed next to the block area so that students can share people, animals.

and other block accessories with students working at the sand table. Multiple use of equip-

ment is also a characteristic of the arrangement. The book shelves are used as dividers bet-

ween the reading and listening area and the dramatic play area. The backs of the book
shelves are used to hang dress-up clothes, and the backs of the metal supply cupboards are
used adisplay space for creative art work.
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Figure 3. Figure 3 is an example of a kindergarten room designed to integrate the
prescriptive learning activities with exploratory learning activities. Materials for both types of
activities in a given topit are scored around the same location. For example, materials for
both exploratory and prescriptive activities in math are all located in the math area. As in
Figure 2, the activity areas have been carefully located tc support the integration of activities,
and to make maximum use of resources. The creative arts area was set up next to the sink
for convenience. The back of the teacher`: ; testing material shelves are used to dry and
display paintings and drawings. Not more than one table is placed in each activity arera. Note
that a pi;e of scatter rugs was placed near the reading and listening area for children's use.

Figure 4. Figure 4 shows a fairly typical "traditional" first grade classroom. Although
there are dearly defined math and reading areas, the furniture arrangement does not permit
children to move freely and make use of all available space in the room. Children work at in-

Atv.-4-ctuatiy-assig-ned-des' ics_that_afe_plarpri rinse together at one side of the room.

Figure 5. Figure 5 is a recommended rearrangement of the first grade classroom shown
in Figure 4 that would foster effective implementation of PEP. Individual desks have been
grouped together to encourage group activities and interaction among children working in the
same activity area. Extra desks have been taken out of the room to provide additional floor
space so that children can move about and work on the floor. The supplies and equipment
for the language arts and creative arts activities are set up together to encourage integration
of these activities. The backs of the shelves for storing math and exploratory learning
materials are fitted with a pegboard and the took needed for the construction area are hung
on them. The math area is.set up-next to the science and social studies area to encourage
integration of activities'in these areas.

Figure 6. Figure 6 shOWs another recommended rearrangement of the first grade
room. Again, as in Figure.5, individual desks are grouped together to provide a large work
space where 'students can work alone or in groups on related activities. ExPloratory learning
materials for science and 'math are located dose together to encourage integration of ac-
tivities in these areas. A large area in the center of the room is left open to provide work
space for special group activities. This open space also permits children to create their own
work space to meet the needs of a.particular activity. This open spate can encourage col-
laboration-among children and greater flexibility in carrying out activities.

It is important to point out that Figures 2,'3, 5, and 6 are only four of the many possible
room layouts that may 1x used effectively with, PEP. In arranging the classroom for PEP each
teacher must weigh t akivantages and disadvantages of each aspect of.the phySiC61 layout
in terms, of classroom dimensions, age group, program's needs dictated by each of the pro-
gram's curricular components and above all, the teacher's own personal style. And, since fur-
niture in must classrooms is moveable, teachers can make changes as the need arises.

Storage and Display of Materials

Many teachers who. Have used PEP consider a system for managing materials and equip-
ment as one of the most important aspects of implementing in their claSsrooms. Such a
system is important because of the wide variety of materials included in the PEP curricula.
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A clearly defined space should generally be designated for storing materials. Materials for

each of the curricula should be separated and stored with a clearly marked color- and-number

coded system for easy identification by teachers and students. Manipulative materials for a

given activity (or for a specific objective included in,a curriculum) should be stored either in

small boxes or in clear plastic bags that can be displayed on pegboards. Typically, a learning

box (or bag) contains all the materials necessary for one activity keyed to a single skill (Or ob-

jective). Paper and pencil tasks should include only exercises designed t match the cur-

riculum and objective codes. This clearly established materials display and storage system, if

used with a system of scheduling activities (see below) can permit children to obtain and

return materials with very little teacher attention.

Diagnostic Testing Procedures

The PEP diagnostic tests have been.develoPed to help teachers diagnose their students'

learning needs and monitor their progress through the various curricula. We consider

diagnosis and monitoring of each individual child's progress as the most critical element of

the prescriptive learning component of PEP. Besides providing information for teachers, the
diagnostic tests also proVide a basis for communicating on a substantive basis with students,

parents, and others concerned with the students' progress.

Diagnostic tests are given both as pretests, to. assess student entry levels, and as post-

tests, to determine whether a given skill has been mastered. Children, entering a new unit are-

first pretested on objective(s) appearing at the top of/the unit hierarchy, tha` is, the-criterion
objective(s) included in each unit of instruction. If the child passes the test for the criterion

objectives(S), no work will be assigned for that unit, and-the child will be tested for the next
Luriit..117the-c--hiidialls to pass the'test, he or she willthen be given the test for the next lower

objective(s) in the hierarchy. This strat_egy:was designed to take advaiitage of the-

hierarchical structure of the objectives for each unit a-iFis irktien-,----T-naLlswe assume that

children who pass a test at the top of a hierarchy are capable of passing all the lowar level

tests. Thus only the top objectives of the ,learning hierarchies need to be tested to assess a

child's level of'competency. Children who fail the top level tests,,in a given hierar'Chy can then

be tested for the lower level pbjectives to determine specific instructional needs. Specific in-
formation on the testing sequence can be found on the "unit sequenceinformation" pages

'included in the test manuals.

The diagnostic tests for the Quantification Skills Curriculum and for the'Classification
and Communication Skills Curriculum are presented in the test Manuals for each curriculum.

_ .

There is on test for each objectivp in each curriculum. The test manuals include the stimulus

__pages (which are used by:,the child during the test), detailed descriptions of the testing
materials ancrriracedures,La_discussion of the behaviors being assessed,, and possible

diagnoses of problems children who fairfdrp-ass.the-test_ may have. The tests are organized by

unit in.the test manuals. Accompanying the test manuals are diag-ribttic-testing kits, which

contain the manipulative materials required to administer the tests.

Figure :7 shows a diagnostic test page. It includes a statement of the objective the test is

deSigned to assess, the testing situation, and specific directions the teacher is to follow in ad-

ministering the test. In addition, at the bottom of each test page, possible diagnoses of the
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°Unit 1 - COUNTING AND ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE TO 5

Objective c - Number stated (to 5) and a set of objects (to 5); count out subset of stated size

Materials - Package "Quantification 1 E" Moveable objects Criterion - Must pass every item
ii / ,,,

...

Testing Situation, Testing Directions

1-3. Place ten moveable objects in front of the child.

Put the objects back into a pile after each response.

Note: When indicating the position "here" as you ask
the question, allow for sufficient space -to separate
between the pile of chips and the "here-position"
where the.child is to place the subset of objects
counted.

ti

Say:

1. "COUNT OUT THREE OBJECTS AND PUT THEM
OVER HERE." (point)

2. "COUNT OUT FIVE OBJECTS AND PUT THEM
OVER HERE." (point)

3. "COUNT OUT TWO OBJECTS AND PUT THEM
OVER HERE." (point)

Answers: 'I-. 3, 2. 5, 3. 2

Diagnosis: Child heeds more work in:

1. counting moveable objects (Quantification Unit 1, objective B)
numeral chain (Quantification Unit 1, objective A)

.3. 'counting out- subset of_objects
4. remembering verbal commands

1

Figure 7. DiagnostidTest page,



child's !earning problems (should-the child fail to perform satisfactorily on the tasks specified

by the objective) are listed. Children who failed to pass the test shown.in Figure 7-might have

a variety of different learning needs. The child who failed the test because he or she cannot
synchronize touches and oral counting as he or she counts objects, needs a very different

kind of tear-fling experience from a child whO failed because of not being able to recite ,

numeral chains in sequence. These diagnoses were derived from prerequisite behaviors iden-

tified by task analysis and from results of empirical validations of the learning hierarchies.

The test can be administered by the teacher or they can be done independently by

children asprescriptive tasks. When children'do the test's as prescriptive tasks, the teacher
generally checks the accuracy of their performance as he or she travels about the classroom.

Complete detailed information on how to use the diagnostic tests is included in the di ostic

test manuals.

Prescriptive Learning Tasks

The prescriptive learning tasks were developed to help chi!dren acquire mastery of the
objectives -included in the prescriptive curricula. Each task was designed to teach a particular
skill or objective. Typically, several alternative tasks for each objective were developed to.pro-

_.

vide more flexibility in adapting learning experiences to individual children.

The prescriptive learning'-tasks are assigned to individualchildrentased on diagnostic

test results, as well as on informal teacher observations of their performance. Although the
prescriptive learning tasks were designed for use by individualchildren, they can be easily

adapted for use by small groups of children. Detailed descriptions of how to package, display,

and use the prescriptive learning task can be found in the prescriptive learning task manuals.

The learning tasks include using paper. and pencil procedures, as well as manipulative

materials. In general, they recluire minimal assistance from the teacher.

The prescriptive learning tasks are described in task manuals for each curriculum: These

manuals include detailed descriptions of (a) the objective each task is designed to teach; (b)
the learning tat-kFfti the material's needed to perform it; (c) procedures for carrying out the
tasks; and (d) suggested teacher intervention strategies, including critical questions the
teacher can ask the child as he or she works on the task or when evaluating The outcomes of

a particular task.

Unit Games

The unit gameS Were designed to provide (a) additional. learning experiences related to

certain groups of objectives in agiveh curricular unit, (b) opportunities for children to apply
skills learned in earlier units while acquiring new'skills, (c) opportunities for children to 'draw

-from a repertoire ofskills including those related to other curricular components of the pro-

gram, and (d) opportunities for children to work together. The unit games are leSs structured
than the prescriptive learning tasks. They are also more open-minded, in the sense that they
require the .child to apply a variety of skills taught in a given unit to new situations. Although.
they were designed as activities the children would select for themselves, they can be
prescribed by teachers to reinforsbe certain skills. In general, unit games were de.signed to be
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used by two or more children. Materials for the unit games include both those we have
created and those we have adopted from commercial producers. The commercially-produced
materials we selected are those that can be found on classroom shelvesjp_most preschool

Xnd kindergarten classes.

Directions for using the unit games are included in the introduction of the unit dames
manuals. These manuals also include description of the objectives-the games are designed to
teach, information on the number of players required, deScriptions of the materials needed,
general procedures and rules for playing the game, and teaching and tutoring suggestions.
Specific suggeStions for packaging and displaying materials for the unit games are also in-
cluded in the unit games manuals.

Scheduling Considerations

Because PEP is individualized and because it makes ui.- of many different activities, each
of which has its own requirements for time, space, and materials, careful scheduling of -ie

use of.the claSsroom space, learning materials (both paperwork and mariipulatives), ande
teachers' and students' tirne is critical to the effective`imPle 7 niation Of the program.
Scheduling can lend order and structure to a "classroom in w itch the children are working in
dividually and-in groups on many different activities at the same tima..lt can insure that all
the resources Of the classroom teacher, learning materials, space, time= -are being used most
effectively and efficient19.

Teachers of PEP have employed many different scheduling-strategies. in implementing
the program. Several of the most effective of these are discussed in the following pages:

Scheduling classroom space. ,In order fa all thd. PEP materials.to be used constructive=
-Iy, it is important to insure that children don't overcrowd some areas of the classroom and
neglect others. PEP teachers have used a variety of strategies to solve this. problem. One
such strategy is to use .a pegboard, such'ai the one shown in Figure 8; which.lists.each of
the activity areas of the classroom. Under the name of each activity area are placed as many
pegs as the teacher feels the area will comfortably accommodate. A name tag for each of the
students is provided at the bottom of the pegboard. When a Child decides to .work in a given
area, the child places his or her name tag on an empty. peg under the name of the area where
he or she haS decided to work. If all of the pegs for the area have a name tag on them, the
child selects another area. This system allows the children tos see at a -glance which areas are
free, and the teacher to see where each child is working. .

Scheduling activities. The question of scheduling student activities has,been a major
implementation problem for individualized instructional programs. Typically, the choice was
between group,versus individual scheduling, and fred choice versus teacher-prescribedac:
tivities. All four alternatives can be included, however, within the context of a flexible school
day. This is accomplished in our program through the Self-vSchedule System. Under the Self-

:
Schedule System, children can be found.vvorking in virtually every area of the classroom at
any given time, with the teacher circulating among them'. Small groups of children can be
called together at the discretion of the teacher for tutoring, testing, or other activities.

21



c.

Figure 8. An example of a Peg Board used in some PEP classrooms.
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Such a flexible arrangement, however, requires fairly systematic planning and manage-
:

ment, so that teachers' and studdnts' time is used to best advantage. Several effective ways
of scheduling activities have been devised by PEP teachers. The following are a few of these
which can be used in any combination that an individual teacher finds meets the needs of. his
or her particular classroom.

Prescription tickets were designed to inform students (and to remind the teacher of)
the prescriptive learning tasks assigned to them- on a particular day: In addition, the prescrip-
tion ticket provides information VT? children need to find the materials required to carry out
their assignments. Resnick, Wang, Et Rosner (1977) explain how the tickets work:

To guide children's use of these materials, We give the "prescription tickets"
at the beginning of each day. Each child's ticket is made up daily on the basis
of the teacher's observations of the child's classroom performance and the
results' of recently administered diagnostic tests . . . .Codes on the tickets
exactly match those on the boxes (or work materials). A child "follows!' his
(or her) ticket by finding a box whose code 'matches that on this ticket.
Tickets may contain codes for any number of activities that the teacher
deems desirable for a particular child. The codes may be specific, directing
the child to a particular-activity, or they may be general, permitting the child
to choose one of a number of activities at a given level. Thus, the prescrip-
tion system is both directive and flexible. The teacher can help select ac-
tivities that match (his or) her best judgements of fhe, child's needs and
capabilities. The child can be closely or loosely directed, again depending on
the teacher's judgement. The prescription tickets make it possible to proVide,.
different levels of direction to, different children all within the same
classroom. (p. 26).

Figure 9 shows an example of a prescription ticket for Quantification unit 7.

As shown in Figure 9, Michelle's assignment on May. 14 wasto work on Objective C in .

Quantification unit 7 (as circled on the prescription tickets). Michelle's assignments for Objec-
tive C were to work With nurnber lines (task QVIIC) and play the Bingo game that was
designed for that objective. The materials that Michelle needed to complete these taskS would
be displayed on the Quantification shelf in abox, labeled with a picture of a "duck" and the
letter code (QVIIC) that matches the code listed on the prescription ticket. This would allow
Michelle to find the necessary materials herself. (See the section above on storing and
displaying materials.) When Michelle accurately completed the task, the teacher would make
a check mark next to the code to indicate that it had been completed.

The self-schedule record form was designed to' keep the students and the teacher in-
.

formed of the prescriptive assignments the teacher has made for the child, as well as the ex-
ploratory learning tasks the child has selected during each day of a particular week. It is used
by the teacher and the student as a planning jheet. It also provides a record of assignments
that have been accurately completed. (For more information on this topic, see the section
below on record keeping systems.)
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Quantification Unit 7
...

Name Pi ;die-lie,

Date Assigned

Prescriptive Tasks: . --

Date Completed

QVIIA

QVIIB

QVIIC Hay 14
.

()vim
-QVIIE

QVIIF

QVIIG

,
.

Unit Games:

Addition Dice
Game

Bear Race

umber Lire
Bingo Hay ILf

Fill in the
Equation

Make Your
Own Bear

-Race

Additional Activities:

Figure 9. Sample Prescription Ticket for Unit 7 of Quantification Skills
Curriculum. .
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Figure 10 is an example of a self-schedule record forma It lists all the activity areas the
teacher has set up for that particular classroom. The areas listed on the form vary from class
to class, depending on what the teacher decides to include in'his or her program. The form is
divided into two sections, prescriptive and exploratory. The prescriptive section lists all of the
prescriptive learning curricula included in the program. In the example given in figure 11, the
program includes not only the PEP Classification and Communication Skills and Quantification
Skills Curricula, but also a perceptual skills and a science curriculum. When the teacher
prescribes an assignment IU-57-chirdirra given Guru iculumT:he-or--She-makes-a-slashi2Lin_th_e
appropriate box on-the form, which indicates to the child that he or she has an assignment in
that particular area. When the child correctly completes the assignment, the teacher makes
another slash, forming an. El, to indicate that the assignment was completed correctly.

Listed in the exploratory section on the bottom half of the self-schedule record form are
all of the exploratory activities available to students. The child may choose activities from any
of the exploratory areas listed on the form. Note that the particular exploratory areas to be in-
cluded oti the self-schedule record form- vary, depending upon the facilities of the individual
classroom and the interests' of the students and the teacher. In this particular classroom,
children-wereNrequired to complete all of the prescribed learning tasks assigned and at least
two exploratory tasks each day. The children were expected to select teacher help When
needed) the exploratory tasks they intend to work on for a given day. After choosing these
tasks, the child was to make a slash in the appropriate box O. When.the child completed a
given exploratory task, the teacher made another slash in the box, forming an IZ, to indicate
that the child had successfully completed the task.

The slashes on the record ferm.shown.in Figure 11 show that on Wednesday, October
18, Michelle had assignmentsin the Quantifitation Skills Curriculum and the Perceptual Skills
Curriculum. As she planned her day she selected writing and make-believe as her exploratory
activities. She placed her cwn slashes ip those boxes. During the day, as Michelle completed
her work, the teacher checked the work and put another slash to make an IZ in the ap-
propriate boxl on the form. Both Michelle and the teacher were able to obtain information
about Michelle's'accomplishments by examining the record for Monday and Tuesday of that
week. The record form shows that on Monday. Michelle completed all of her work except the
art tasks she intended to work on that day;. and that on Tuesday she completed all of her
work.

Scheduling time. Using the-systems described above for scheduling activities in PEP
will place a god deal of the burden of, scheduling class time on the students--this is what
they were designed to achieve. But some pbrtions of the school day will not be free for self-
scheduling. Besides, young children need a mix of activities during their time in school. Con-
sequently, self-scheduled time will be only part of the child's school day. The following are
some typical schedules for preschool and early elementary classrooms using the Primary
EdUcation Program.
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Name
Week ad- it, - a0

m t w th
perceptual 4
science Illi
quantificationi
classification,
math

i games
ITT,

.

,

.

13 2I--

2.1ibrary

3.Iistening

4.vvriting-

5.art e

L.6.blocks si'vx)

7.games ::

make- t-:!:*)
-.1-4-7--abelieve ,''\

Figure 10. Sample Self-Schedule Report Form used in a PEP classroom.
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8:30-8:45

8:45-9:00`

9:00-10:30

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:15

11:15-11:30

11:30-11:40

11:40-12:00

8:30-8:45

8:45-9:00

9:00-10:30

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:30

11:30-11:45

For a half-day preschool or kindergarten

Opening exercises.-

Group time during which the teacher shares the day's plan with children. The
children may also share ideas among themselves during this time.

Self-Schedule time
and

which students complete the day's assignments in
prescriptive areas and in exploratory, self-selected areas. This is also used by
teachers for small group instruction, to circulate among students to check
work, and to give individual tutoring sessions.

Juice time.

Gross motor activities, music, and other group activities.

Small group activities, story time, or time to catch up with incomplete
assignments.

Clean-up time.

Teacher and students discuss the day's accomplishments. This includes time
for children to share their work with others and get ready to go home.

For a full-day kindergarten

Opening exercises.

Announcements of the day's special activities and schedule.

Self-Schedule time during which students work on their assignments in
prescriptive areas or in exploratory, self-selected activities. This time is also
used by teachers for small group instruction, to circulate among students to
check work, and to give individual tutoring.

Milk break and recess.

Self-Schedule time, or time to attend classes in gym, music, art, or library.

Group discussion of the morning's work. The teacher may also use this time
to read a story or newspaper to promote sharing of ideas and events among
students. The teacher also checks the accomplishments of students to deter-
mine who needs to spend more time during the afternoon in order to get all
of his cr her assignments done.

11:45-12:45 Lunch
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12:45-1:45 Self-Schedule time and time to attend classes in gym, music, art, etc.

1:45-2:45 Project time for students (e.g. social studies, creative writing). Teacher tutor-
ing.time with individual students. Teacher - student conferences.

2:45 -3:10 Clean-up time and group meeting to discuss the day's work.

3:15 Dismissal.

Record. Keeping Systems

In order to.rnake sound instructional decisions, teachers need detailed information on
their students' progress through the PEP curricula. Diagnostic testing cannot fully serveits
functions without,an efficient record keeping system to maintain accurate and up-to-date in-
formation about student progress. Information such as a child's short-and long-term learning
history, based on accumulated student progress records,-is essential for providing the best
match .between instructional alternatives and the individual child. The prime criterion for. an
effective record keeping system, however, is that ifmakes minimal demands on teacher time
but still provides critical information about each student's learning. TO meet these information
needs, a variety of record keeping systems have been used by PEP teachers. We have
discussed such a systemthe Self-Schedule record form. Several other systems that were
found to be effective are described in the following pages.

The Student progress profile chart was designed-to provide teachers with up-to-date
infOrmatipn about each student's progress:' Figure 9 showS a student progress profile chart
for the Quantification Skills Curriculum. It lists all the objectives included in each unit of the
curriculum across the top of the chart. Each child's progress.through the curriculum is record
ed on the chart.

The teacher enters an Ei in the appropriate space when a child has successfully passed
the pretest for a given objective. If the child fails to meet the criterion on a pretest, the
teacher fills in the upper left portion of the block (®) to' indicate that the child needs. more.
work on that objective. The lower portion of the space is filled in (U) when the child passes
the objective at posttesting. This indicates that the child has worked on the particular objec-
tive and has successfully mastered it. The color of the markings indicate the month which the
markings were made. Therefore, by examining the progress chart, the teacher is able to get
an idea of the length of time the children 'required to learn a various unit; the chart can also
be examined in more detail to find such inforrhation as the particular skills.epch child in the
class is working on. v

As shown on the. student progress profile chart in 'Figure 11, John S. successfully pass-
ed Unit 1 of the Quantification Skills, Curriculum when pretested. He also passed Objectives
A, B, G, .H; and I of Unit 2, but had to work on Objectives C, D, .E, and F. According to the
record, he, completed Objectives C and D during September (as indicated by the entry filling
the box (II), passed Objective E in October (as indicated by the" shaded entry V), and is still
working on F. He also took the tests for Unit 3 in September, and had to work on all the ob-
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jectives included in Unit 3. He passed all of the objectives in Unit nuring September and
October.

The report card is a detailed record of an individual student's progress in each of the
'prescriptive curricula:. Information on the report card includes the objectiyes (e.g., the child is
able to count up to five moveable objects) the child is'expected to meet during the school
year in a particular curriculum, the objectives the child has acquired mastery of in each cur-
riculum, and the specific progress pattern of the individual child. Figure 12 is an example of a
report card used in a PEP classroom. It shows (a) the specific skills thechild has mastered
prior to beginning a given unit of work, (b),the skills the child has acquired in a given cur-
riculum during a specific reporting period and (c) the skills the child is currently working on.
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Figure 12. An example of a Report Card used in.a PEP Classroom.
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Figure 12 cont'd)
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When a child pretests out of an objective, an Ei is marked in the appropriate box for
the objective. For those objectives that the child is working in, the teacher fills in the upper
left portion of the box V1, Upon successful completion of the tasks for an objective the en-
tire boX is filled in. If, at the end of a report period, a -child is still working on a particular ob-
jective the box remains half filled. The teacher fills in the boxes with different colored ink for
each report period. This makes it easy for parents and students to observe the student's pro-
gress throughout the year.

Figure 12 shows a Quantification Skills Curriculum report card for John S. It is a record
of John's progress in the curriculum through the second report period of the school year. As
shown in Figure 12, John initially pretested out of all objectives in Unit 1 and out of Objec-
tives A, G, H, and I in Unit 2. During the first report period he worked on and completed
objectives C, D, E, and F in Unit 2, all of the Unit 3 objectives, and Objectives A in Unit 4. At
the'end of thefirst report period he was working on Objective B in Unit 4. "During the second
report period he completed the rest of the objectives in Unit 4, pretested out of Objective A
in Unit 5, completed Objective B in Unit 5, and is presently working on Objective C in Unit 5.
As John progresses through the Quantification Skills Curriculum in future periods those ob-
jectives will be recorded in a similar fashion using the colors that are appropriate for that
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report period.

PEP teachers who have used this particular report card have found it helpful in discuss-
ing their student's progress with parents. The report card is very explicit communicating to
parents what the child is expected to learn during the school year, what the child has ac-
complished, and what skills the child is working on. This report card can also be used by
teachers as part ,of the Individual Education Program (IEP) for special education students in
meeting the requirements of P. L. '94-142.

or'

Teacher Roles

An important ingredient in effective implementation of any innovative program is the
teachers' ability to use the innovative techniques and materials to proVide effective schooling
for their students. A major concern in developing PEP was to design implementation
strategies and technical supports for teachers so that they would be ableto use the program.
These support systems, however, were designed only to facilitate the teacher's work and not
to replace the teacher.

Although some of the instructional and classroom management competencies outlined
here are specific to PEP, most are competencies required for effective implementation of any

instructional program. Like all effective teachers, PEP teachers need to be skillful in both
classroom management and instruction. Classroom managerrient competencies include pro-
viding materials and.equipment for the various components of the program; managihg the
physical arrangement, display, storage, and maintenance of materials; demonstrating and ex-
plaining rules and the use of materials; and praising or otherwise reinforcing students for ap-
propriate self-management. Instructional skills include competencies in formal, "didactic" in-
struction which includes administering diagnostic tests, prescribing learning tasks, checking
prescriptive assignments, giving help on them as required, and leading large or small group
tutoring sessions as dictated by the various curricula and by the needs of the children. In
PEP, however, informal instruction interactions with children are considered as important, if
not more important, than these formal instructional interactions.

Teachers in PEP classroorhs generally act in two instructional modes, the "traveling"
mode and the "tutoring" mode. In the traveling mode, the teacher circulates among the
children as a resource, helping them with their learning tasks, checking off their completed
work, and interacting informally for management or instructional purposes, usually for quite
brief periods of time. The tutoring mode, on th,e other hand, requires the teacher to work in-
tensively,with individuals or small groups of children to administer diagnostic tests, instruct
individual children, give lessons to a small group or the entire class and work with a group of
children on a special learning project. Teachers take on either of these two roles as the need
arises in the classroom.

The following description should provide a more concrete understanding of how a
%acher spends his or her time in a PEP classroom.,
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A head teacher's school day in a full-day kindergarten program

8:25 Ms. L. put up a message on the special activities bulletin board that at 10:30
Mr. S., Ernie's father, would bake bread in the cookingtarea. The'message
also stated-that anyone interested 'in joining Mr. S. should sign his or her
name on the sheet. (There were eight spaces available for signing names.)
The message also included the recipe Mr. S. planned to use. ,

8:35 Ms. L. chatted with the students as they came into the room. For example,
she inquired about Sue's new baby brother. Sue informed Ms. L. and the
others that the baby was named Burt, and she and her five-year-old brother
Tom were planning something special.for the welcoming-horrie party.

8:40 As Lynn came into the room, ,Ms. L. told her that she was about to put a
message into her slot. The message was from Ms. Wilson, the school,
secretary, who informed Lynn that she would be free anytime after lunch.
She had invited Lynn to her office to learn how to use the laminating
machine. Lynn wanted to laminate the covers for the story booklets she had
made.

8:45 Ms. L. conducted the opening exercises.

9:00 Ms. L. took out some lesson materials and called Jim for a tutoring session.
She worked with Jim for abOut 15 minutes. She then called Donna, Bill, and
Skip to the math area and worked with them for about 10 minutes on some

'subtraction problems in the form of a group game. She continued to conduct
tutoring lessons until about 10:30.

10:30 Ms. L. announced that it was milk break time.
1

10:32 Mr. S. arrived and asked Ms. L. if he could start his baking. Ms. L. said that
the students were ready for him and wished him good luck. She also inform-
ed him that those students on the list were the ones who would be joining
him.

10:42 Ms. L. began to travel around the room. The following are examples of
things she did as she traveled:

Chetked off work

Answered questiohs

Asked about the activities the children were working on

Made ,omments on the products

Discussed with Mr.M., the aide, what materials needed to be set up for a
special social studies project
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Took dictation for astudent

Helped a Child fix the pencil sharpener that wouldn't turn

Made reinforcing comments -to students who cleaned up the paint brushes

Scratched a child's back

Fixed the cassette playback machine for a child who was having problems
with it

Listened to the tape recording of a child's poem

Went to the supply room to get more construction paper

11:30' Mr. S. informed Ms. L. that they had prepared the'bread,pough, and that he
would be back around 1:30 to bake the bread.

.11:45 Ms.'L. ,reminded the students that it was 11:45 and time for some of the
students to help prepare lunch and for others to get ready for clean =up time
in five minutes.

11:50 Ms. L. announced to the group that it was time to clean up for lunch.'

11:55 Students gathered on the floor in the center of the room. Me. l7.. began, to
dicuss with ,them what they had done in the morning. Pat played the poem
she had recorded for the class while waiting for others to get ready for lunch.

12:05 Ms. L. told the students to get washed for lunch.

12:10 Ms. L. went to lunch.

12:35 Ms. L. returned from lunch and began to travel among students to, check
work, answer questions, reinforce children for their work progress, etc. Ms.
L. continued her traveling role until 2:15.

1:30' Mr: S. came back and informed Ms. L. that he was going to .resume baking
bread with the students, and that he also planned to discuss what he had
found in, his "research" on bread baking by people from different cultures.
He then asked if he could borrow the globe. Ms. L. told Mr..S. that the'
students and the teachers couldn't wait to taste the bread.

2:15 Ms. L. discussed some project plans with four students. Some children.
began to pass. sliCes of bread to the students and the teacher to sample.. Ms.
L. commended them on the delicious bread they had made, and reminded
them to take some to the children in Room D, who were having eurythmic
lessons.
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2:27 Mr. S. told M. L. that he had enjoyed working with the childsen very much,
and thanked her for the opportunity. to work with them. Ms. L., in turn,
thanked him for sharing his experiences with the children and for thd
delicious bread.

2:30 Ms. L. announced that itwas time to clean up. She told the children at the
block corner that she-was very impressed with the elaborate transit system
they, had built, and suggested that they might want to take a picture of the
structure and tomorrow to write about the. system they had designed. The
boys said they were going to as Mr. M. to load the camera for them:

2:40 Ms. L. continued to check the products the students had completed or had
worked on during the day, an,d asked questions about Them.

./
2:45 Ms. L. read a story from a library book brought in by a student.

3:00 Ms. t.---scuiverSed with parents wt7 came to pick up their children.

3:10 Ms. L. checked work and discussed with Mr. M. their plans for tomorrow un-
til 3:40.

Student Roles

//
In contrast to more conventjonal elementary classrooms, in PEP classrooms students are

expected to play an active role in managing their own learning. The chjldren's responsibilities.,
include working independently to complete the tasks prescribed by the \leacher, working in-
dependently and with others to plan and complete tasks of their own cJoice, and making
decisions about when to do what work (although the rangy of options and the degree of con-
trol varies from age to age and from class to class). Stu--dents take diagnostic tests, par-
ticipate in tutoring sessions, and engage in group activities. They learn to take- the respon-
sibility to ask the teacher to check work, ask for help from the teacher and/or peers when
needed, to participate.in evaluation and planning with teachers, and to locate materials and
equipment independently. They also interact with peers for a variety.of reasons, including
assisting each other in school related activities, as well as for social and personal purposes.

The following shows how a student might spend a morning in PEP.

A typical morning of a six-year-old in a first grade class

8:25 Orlando came into the classroom and greeted Mr. B. (a part-time instruc-
tional aide). He announced to Mr. B., "We are going to try to finish our pup-
pet show stage today."

Before Mr. B. had a chance to respond to Orlando's announcement, Orlando
walked toward Greg, who was working at a table in the math area and said,
"Hey Greg, let's check to see if the posters are dry."
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Greg, continuing his work in a math booklet, said, "I already checked and
they are dry." The posters had been made by the boys the day before when
they announced they were going to put up a puppet show stage.)

Orlando said, "Let's go and cut the cardboard for the stage. How long will it
take?"

Greg made a gesture indicating he did not know and turned to his math.

Orlando paused a moment as he scanned the room and walked to the
creative arts area to check over the posters. As he examined the posters, Mr.
B. stopped and said, "Those are great posters. I suppose you and Greg will
decide where to put them."

Orlando replied, "We will probably do that when we finish the puppet stage.
I'm waiting for Greg to finish his math so that we can start cutting the card-
board." Mr. B. and Orlando looked at the posters together and discussed the
contents for a few minutes, and Mr. B. r'omented on how well Orlando and
Greg had been working together.

8:45 Ms. F., the teacher, called the class together for the opening exercises and
made announcements of special activities for the day. Orlando left the art
area to join the class for the opening exercises.

8:58 Orlando walked to his storage slot, took out his prescription, and examined
it. He then went to the math area and picked out a cassette tape from the
cassette storage tray and his math booklet from the shelf. He then put the
tape in the cassette recorder and started to do his math.

9:25 He asked Ms. F. to check his work and check off the task on his prescription
ticket. He then turned to Greg and said, "Aren't you finished yet? I am
already done with my math. How many more pages do you still have to do,
Greg?"

Greg counted the pages and said, "Four more."

"Four more! I suppose it will take you about thirty more minutes," Orlando
said, shaking his head as he took the finished cassette tape and his math
booklet backito tl-ie shelf. He asked Doris, who was also returning a cassette
tape to the 'shelf, "What are you going to do next? I am waiting for Greg to
finish his math so we can start building our puppet stage. I have thirty more
minutes to wait! Do you want to see the posters we made?"

Doris said, "O.K." They walked to the creative arts area together. Orlando
read the sentences on the posters aloud to-Doris as he showed her the
posters. 1*
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Orlando asked Doris, "Do you want to play a game with me?"

Doris asked, "What kind of game?"

Orlando replied, "I don't know. Let's see. We have to choose something that
we can finish in thirty minutes, because that's when Greg and I will start
Working on the puppet stage.

9:26 They went to the exploratory ticket board to put their name tags.under the
sign "conceptual game center," and then they went to the conceptual game
center. They examined the games that were available at the time. Doris
found one,and said "Let's play this one."

Orlando agreed and took the game box from Doris and proceeded to the
table. They played the game for about 15 minutes and Doris won. They put
the game away and asked Mr. B. to mark their Self-Schedule tickets. Orlan-
do commented to Mr. B., "Doris was so lucky today. Everytime she rolled
the dice she got five or six points and she beat me to the stop line.".

10:10 Orlando walked up to Greg. as Greg announced to Orlando, "I just have to
correct these two mistakes and then I am done."

Orlando wa's pleased and said, "I will put our name tags on the board and
wait for you there."

Orlando found their name tags and placed them under the sign "construction
and block building center" and then announced to Mr. B., "We are going to
start now." Mr. B. said, "That's great" and then walked to the construction
area with Orlando. Greg joined them shortly. Mr. B. began to inquire about,
the specific plans they had for designing the puppet stage. The children
spent about 35 minutes working on the project. They left the area for mid-
morning milk at 10:45.

11:00 After the milk break, Orlando decided to finish his other assignments next.
He told Greg that he had two more prescriptions to do and would join him
after he finished them.

11:20 Orlando was working on his assignment in the Classification and Communica-
tion Skills Curriculum and waiting for Ms. F. to give him some help. He turn-
ed to Joseph and said, "I need to do one more prescription, then I am finish-
ed with all my work for today." Joseph ignored his comments and kept on
working with his counting task.

11:22 Orlando discussed his work plans with Ms. F. Ms. F. showed the math test
results to Orlando and explained what particular skill in math he needed to
work on in that unit.
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11:25 Orlando joined Greg to finish the work on the puppet stage.

11:40 Orlando and Greg were painting the cardboard puppet stage when Mr. B. an-
nounced, "It's clean-up time." They.continued painting until Ms. F. reminded
them that it was clean-up time and that they could finish their work tomor-
row.

11:50 Ms. F. began to talk with the group about what they had done that morning.
She asked various children to show or describe the work they had done, and
then she made comments about them. One child read the story he wrote,
Orlando and Greg showed their posters, etc. Ms. F. also asked individual
students about their plans for the afternoon.



RESEARCH ON PROGRAM EFFEC,TS

Evaluation-of program effects has been an ongoing research activity th-roughout th.
development and field testing of PEP. The primary purpose of this evaluation has been to ob-
tain feedback that would enable us to revise the program. Evaluation research related to the
development of PEP has included (a) validatidn studies of the curriculum content and pro-
cedures for diagnostic testing and classroom management, (b) documentation of teacher
and student behaviors, and (c), investigations of student learning outcomes. The following
sections provide a brief discussion of selected aspects of this research to provide program,
users with some*gerieral information about-the empirical base upon which PEP was developed
and. refined.

The Development and Validation of Curriculum Hierarchies

The development of 'the basic skills curricula included in PEP generally began by identify-
ing an extended set of competencies in a given area as the target behaviors that curriculum
would teach. For example; eigl . behaviors, including counting and one-to-one cor-
responcienceirom 0-5 and 6.10, recognition of numerals 0-5 and 6-10, comparison of sets,
seriation and ordinal positions, addition and subtraction of single digits, and addition and sub-
traction equations using single digits'were identified as target behaviors"for Part I of the
Quantification Skills Curriuclum.

After the target behaviors were identified, hierarchies of behaviors that would lead to the
acquisition of the target behaviors were developed. Developing these hierarchies required an
arialyas that yielded 'explicit descriptions of the operations to be performed as the learner ac-
quired the target behaviors, and the cognitive demands placed on the learner as the task was
performed (Resnick, Wang, & Kaplan, 1973).

Figure 13 shows an example of the results of such analysis. Listed in the top box of the
hierarchy clart shown in Figure 13 is the target behavior, "Given a numeral (0 to 5) and
several sets of fixed objects, the child is able to identify the set with the number of objects in-
dicated." The behaviors listed below the target behavior, on the hierarchy have been identified
as prerequisite to the acquisition of the target behavior. Each box in Figure 13 defines a task.
The entry above the line describes the stimulus situation, while the entry below the line
describes the response. Defining each task in this fashion assures that each box in the
analysis will contain a behaviorally defined task, that is, one that can be tested by direct
observation. The simpler behaviors, in our analysis, appear at the bottom of the chart, and
the more complex behaviors appear toward the top. Figure 13 shows that objective B is con-
sidered prerequisite to both objectives C and E. Objective F is shown as having two.prere-.
quisites, objectives D and E.

Empirical validation of the learning hierarchies was the next in our design work. This
validation was concerned with the interdependence of behaviors included within each. unit of
instruction, and the hierarchical order of the units (Wang, Resnick, Et Boozer, 1971. Wang,
1.973a1. Empirical evidence of the interdependencies of the behaviors was obtained by tests
desianed to assess the presence and absence of each of the behavinrn included in a nivpn



QUANTIFICATION UNIT. 1 - Counting and One-to-One Correspondence to 5

F

Number stated (to 5)
sets of fixed objects

Select set of size indicated by number.

D
Fixed unordered set

of objects (to 5)

Count objects.

C
Fixed ordered sets

of objects (to 5)

Count objects.

E

Number stated (to 5)
and a set of objects (to 5)

Count out subset of stated size.

B

Set of moveable. objects (to 5)

Count objects, moving them
out of set as he counts.

I

A

Recite numerals in

order (to 5).

Figure 13. A Curriculum Hierarchy Chart
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2 unequal sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state which set has less.

H
2 unequal sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state which set has more.

G
2 sets of objects (to 5)

Pair objects and state-whether the

.sets are equivalent.
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learning hierarchy. The test scores were then examined to determine their dependencies, that
Is, the extent to, which passing one test reliably predicted passing all objectives below it in the
hierarchy. Results of these studies provided an empirical base from which descriptive
statements abbut the curriculurhstructure were made.

The Evaluation of PEP's Diagnosis-Prescription Approach

A basic approach of PEP is to diagnose children's present competencies and learning
needs by means of tests, and to prescribe learning tasks for them on the basis of the results
of these testy. To examine the utility of this approach to individualized instruction, a series of
descriptive and experimental studies was conducted. One of these (Wang, Resnick, Et
Scheutz, 1970), an observational study, documented the nature of teacher and student
behaviors associated with diagnostic testing, and the teacher time required to administer and
to record diagnostic test results. The results of this study suggest that adopting diagnostic
testing as an integral procedure in the teaching-learning process is feasible. The teachers
observed vvere able to implement diagnostic testing as a routine classroom practice within the
time constraints of a school day. Furthermore, they were able to utilize the diagnostic test in-
forrhation to prescribing appropriate learning experiences for individual students.

To test empirically our belief that formal diagnostic testing is required for individualizing
instruction--that is,' for matching a child's assignments to his or her learning needs with some .

precision -we investigated the extent to which a leacher could accurately assess a child's
learning progress through informal interactions alone. In an experimental study, teachers were
asked to predict, weekly over a three-month period, the diagnostic test results.oh objectives
in the unit in which the child was working. The predictions were then compared to the
children's actual test results. In addition, during two separate weeks, the teachers were given
feedback on the accuracy of their predictions, to determine the extent to which this feedback
would increase.the accuracy of their predictions. The overall results of this experiment show-
ed a wide range of variability in the accuracy of the teachers' predictions based on their nfor-
mal observations. The teachers were found to be more accurate after each feedback session,
however. These two findings seemed to Support the notion that formal diagnostic testing
plays a critical role in PEP, although teacher observation must also play a key role. Results
from these studies, along with teacher reactions to early versions of PEP, have shaped the
testing procedure described in, the diagnostic test manuals:

Evaluating the'Self-Schedule System

Another, aspect of the evaluation research carried out during the development of PEP
dealt with the effects' of the Self-Schedule System, the system that enables children to
schedule thefr own activities during the school day. A series of studies (Wang, 1976b) was
carried out to investigate, among other things, the effects of the Self-Schedule System on
student and teacher behavior. Data for these studies included classroom observations of
teachers and students, and student progress information.

We found, in general, that children and teachers using the Self-Schedule System were
able to make more effective use of school.time than children and teachers following a con-
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ventional block schedule (where the teacher 'schedules perceptual skills of time during which
the children all work on a particular subject-- math from 9:30 to 10:30, perceptual skills from
10:30 to. 11:00, for example). Self-scheduling children completed more tasks in less time, and

!.exhibited More purposeful and attentive behavior. The children in self-scheduling PEP
.,..tlassroOrris spent less time waiting for teacher attention than those in PEP classrooms

operatingwith a block schedule. We also found that the self-scheduling children worked in
groupsmoje-frequently, and exhibited less disagreement with each other. Teachers in
classrooms using the Self-Schedule System were observed to have more substantive
interactionsthoSe involving instruction 'and information exchange--as opposed to interactions
that deal with behavior or the material,rmanagement of materials. Teachers also uniformly
reported a sense of having more time to work with and observe children when the children
set their ovkii? schedules.-(These'findings are reported in Wang, 1976.)

Student Learning Outccifri.es','
. .

Data on student academic achievement were obtained from developmental classrooms
vyhere initial field testing of PEP was carried out, and from FolloW Thorugh sites where some
of-the-PEP curricular components were implemented. These data include information on stu-
dentprogress in the,basic skills curricular and standardized achievement test results. Detailed
disctissions of student;progress have appeared in several technical reports (Eichelberger Er
Boston, 1976a; RosnOr.,,1972; Wang, 1976a; Wang, Resnick, er Scheutz, 11970, 1974).

_Student proyeSs Vrf.the basic skills curricula. The results of PEP's diagnostic tests
not pnly provide a:kiasis\csn which teachers make. assignments for children's prekriptive work;
they alSo provide:e record of children's progress in the program. For program evaluation pur-
poses, we examined the student progress data to determne whether the program..was effec-
tive in helping the students acquire mastery of the objectives, and whether experience in the
program made (any difference in student entering 'levels in subsequent school years.

Tables 2 and 3 are examples of the type of data we used to analyze student progress
under PEP. Reported in the tables are summaries of student mastery in the Quantification
Skills and Classification and Communication Skills curricula of the PEP classes from an inner
city school. (The tables,are adapted from Wang, Resnick, Et Scheutz, 19741) The tables show
the percentage of children who mastered each of the units in the various curricula by the end
of the school year. Table 2 shows, for example, that the typical 4-year-old could by the end
of the year, pdrform counting, numeration, comparison of sets, and seriation; 5-year-olds ad-
vanced to units on addition and subtraction operations up to 10 by the end of the school
year. A consistent pattern of student progresS is clearly reflected in the data, particularly
When the fatal number of instructional objectives (in Quantification) mastered at the begin-
ning of the school year(entry level) and the total number mastered by the end of the school
year (terminal mastery) foreach age group are compared.

Standardized achievement test results. The cential question in examining achieve-
ment testscores was to determine whether PEP made a difference in student achievement.
The evaluation design took advantage of the fact that PEP was usually implemented first in
the lowest grade of a school. Then in each succeeding year the next higher grade began to
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Table 2

Percent of Students Mastering Each Unit in the
Quantification and the IPI Mathematics Curriculum at End of School Year

1969-70

Unit

Age Group

3 yrs.
N=23

4 yrs.. Kindergarten p.m Kindergarten a.m. First Grade
N = 33 N=56 N=52 N=133

1. Counting 1-5 .

2, Counting 1-10
3. Numeiation 0-5
4, Numeration 6-10
5. Comparison of sets
6. Seriation
7. Addition and Subtraction
8. Addition and Subtraction

equations
9. Counting 11-20

10. Numeration 11-20
11. Counting 20-100
12. Numeration 20-100
13. Counting 100,1000
14. Numeration

Level B
'Level C

Quantification

59 81 93 100 93
32 78 88 100 91

36 75 88 90 93.
18 56 81 92 81

.. 9 47 90 85 85
14 34 70 77 77
5 6 49 56 83

12 21 28.
5 28 58 58 93

6 47 60 86
21 27 56

4 10 38
4 19

15

.1P1

4
1

Reproduced from Wang, M. C., Resnick, L. B., Et Scheutz, P. R. PEP in the Frick Elemen-
tary School: .interim evaluation report 1969-70 (LRDC Publication 1974/13). Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Development Center, .1974.
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Table 3

Student Mastery Summary
Percent of Students Mastering Each Unit of the
Classification Curriculum at End of School Year

1969-70

Group

Unit
3-yr. old

N = 23
4-yr. old
N = 33

Kindergarten p.m. Kindergarten a.m.
N = 56 N=52

Classification I

1. Matching 77 75 95 90

2. Simple Classification 41 66 95 94
3. Classification of objects

varying in 2 dimensions 50 72 96 90.
4. Color naming 41 59 91 98
5. Shape naming 41 56 88 92
6. Size description . 9 25 68 73
7. Advanced classification 19 65 71

Classification II

1. Singular and plural obj. * 19 74 75
2. Reverse order ident. * 3 63 63
3. Prepositional statemt. * 57 56

Classification,111**

1. Multi-dimensional -classification 58 71

2. Classification of functional categories 47 71

3. Category naming 53 65

* Unit not included in the curriculum for this ag.e group.
** Classification III was not used in preschool and kindergarten.

Reproduced from Wang, M. C., Resnick, L. B., Et Scheutz, P. R. PEP in the Frick Elemen-

. tary School: Interim evaluation report 1969-70 (LRDC Publication 1974/13). Pittsburgh:

University of Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Development Center, 1974..



use the progr6m while the lower grades, continued to use it. This implementation pattern
allowed us to compare the test results of the children who used PEP with those of the
children who, the year before, had used the school's previous program. For example, we
would be comparing the test results of children who had been in kindergarten in 1971-72 and
who used program X with those of the children who were kindergarteners in 1972-73 and us-
ed PEP. In this way, we could compare test results of children from the same neighborhood,
perhaps even from the same family.

The data presented below come frorh the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT),
which was given at the end of the school year in our field test schools. It was also used as
part of the assessment, battery for the evaluation of the National Follow Through Program.

Tables 4 and 5 show longitudinal comparisons of the WRAT results for PEP and non-
PEP students. Table 4 shows the results from a public school located in an inner city
neighborhood. Although direct comparisons at each grade level were not possible from data
presented in Table 4, a trend in student achievement was noted. The children in the program
scored above the national norm in subject areas covered, while children not in the program
were substantially below the national norm in all areas.

Table 4

Su'mmary of WRAT Results (Grade Equivalent of Mean Scores)

Reading_ Preschool
Kindergarten
First
Second

1-0 K-9
K-7 1-0 K-9 1-2

I
1-8 2-2 2-3
2-2 I 3-4 3-8

Math Preschool 1-1 K-7
Kindergarten 1-0 1-4 1-2 1-3
First I 2-1 2-4 2-4
Second 2-3 2-6 2-9

Nota: Groups above the stepped line were in the Follow Through program.
Groups below it were not in the program.
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Table 5

Summary of WRAT* Data

from One Follow Through School
Mean Grade Equivalept Scores

A
cn

GRADE

1971

Read. Arith.

1972

Read. Arith.

197

Read. Arith.

1974

Read. Arith.
1975

Read. Arith.

1976

Read. Arith.

1977

Read. Arith.

Kdg.

In)

First

(n)

Second

In)

Third
In)

1.0a

(139)b

1.4

(138)

1.2

(131)

1.7

(132)

no data

1.9 2.0

(150) (149)

2.5 2.4

1149) 11491,v

1.0

(52)

1.9

157)

2.8

(145)

3:5

'(160)

1.0

(52)

2.0

(57)

2.6

(148)

3.1

(150)

K9

(44)

2.2

(44)

2,9

(43)

4.2

(44)

1.1

(44)

2.0

(44)

2.9

(42)

3.4

(44)

1.2

(40)

2.1

(42)

3.1

(44)

3.8

(42)

1.2

(40)

2.3

(42)

2.8

(44)

3.4

(42)

1.1

(40)

2.4

(43)

3.5

(41)

4.2

(43)

1.1

(40)

2.2

143)

3.0

132)

3.3

(43)

1.2

(40)

2.2

(30)

3.6

(32)

4.5

(38)

.1.3

(40)

2.3

(30)

2.8

(32)

3.4

(38)

2.4

(71)

3.0
(81)

2.2

(73)

3.0

158)

3.2 3.1

(82) (82)

"WRAT is Given by LRDC through local administrators in Spring of each year.

a 1.0 Grade Equivalent Score

b (139) Number Students Tested

Note: Groups above the stepped line were in the Follow Through program. Groups below it were not in the
program. 5J



This same trend in student achievement was observed in the LDRC Follow Through sites
where PEP was used. The WRAT data from one Follow Through school are summarized in
Table 5 for illustrative purposes. Data displayed in Table 5 include WRAT results from the jn:
itial year, 1973:74, through the 1976-77 school year. The overall results show that the mean
grade equivalent scores for all Follow Through groups were close to, or above, the national
norm, reflecting the positive impact of the program on student achievement. When compar-
ing the achievement scores of theFollow Through and non-Follow Through groups in the
same school system, the impact of the program is even more evident. As one reads across
the.rows in Table 5 to compare scores, from the same grades across school yeait, a consis-
tert pattern of difference in the achievement scores of the two groups can be observed In all
cases, scores from the FolloOThrough groups far exceeded those of the same age non-
Follow Through groups for the preceeding year.

It is also interesting to point out that when scores for the same group are followed
across the years, a pattern or progress in achievement scores can be detected. With each
year of additional experience in the program, an increased gain is observed. Tracing the pro-
gress made by the kindergarten group of 1973-74 -through their third grade year (1976-77), for
example; students in the Follow Through program performed approximately at grade level in
the spring of their kindergarten year. By spring of their first grade year they scored slightly
'above the grade norm in both reading (2.1 instead of the expected 1.8) and math (2.3). In'the
spring of 1975-76, which was their second grade year, they again scored well above grade
norm in reading (3.5) and in math (3.0) (Eichelberger Et Boston, 1976b). This pattern of pro-
gressive increase continued in their third grade year. Their grade equivalent scores fromthe
spring testing of the 1976-77 school year were 4.5 for reading and 3.4 for math (Wang,
Leinhardt, Et Boston, in press). Thus, the more time students spend in PEP, the more they
seem to gain in academiC achievement.

More detailed information about the evaluation research carried out during the course of
the development of PEP is given in several technical reports published by LRDC and in pro-
fessional journals and books. TheSe are listed in the Appendix.
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